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Annotation
The technology of set is clearly sketched and described in a specific moment:
“Flo is sitting on the couch. This use of levels show who has the most power in
the scene…The set is used to show the main room in Flo’s house.”
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E7

The discussion of how and why the technology is used in a specific moment to
build tension includes detailed examples: “Flo is trying her hardest to fit into
the Maori community but still holds on to many of her Pakeha things…A theme
that is evident in this scene is indigenous resistance to assimilate into white
culture. Flo grabs items around the set and tries to offer them to Aoraki…the
dress is Flo offers Aoraki is abandoned and laid on the seat.”
The candidate shows some insightful understanding by referring to the social
and historical context of the play by comparing the treatment of the items on
the set to the difference in the characters’ beliefs: “The whole scene shows the
effects of colonisation and the influence of western culture…Aoraki hates Flo
because of what the Pakeha have done to Maori, taking away their land and
the nature they value to make houses, Pakeha items…reminds her of the
atrocities Pakeha have done to her people.”
The character relationship is clearly described in depth through a detailed
explanation of the use of techniques, including how the character relationship
and status changes during this moment: “Her tone is distraught, her volume is
low because she is weak…She uses her words – her most powerful weapon,
to fight back…her tone is unforgiving and confident”.
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E8

The candidate discusses the importance of this relationship, referring to mood
and two key ideas supported with relevant quotes from the performance to
show insight: “Philomele lives in a sexist culture where external sexism
influences internal sexism…This symbolises how the patriarchy takes away a
woman’s voice in society…This relates to the real world and victim blaming.
It’s the woman’s fault, her tempting beauty, not the man’s.”
The candidate describes with details how a convention was used in
performance with insightful understanding: “The Male Chorus are used to
transition into time and place… They are united as one …speak in monotone
to show that they are apathetic.”
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E8

The purpose and key idea of the use of Chorus is shown with perceptive
understanding by linking relevant quotes, reference to an article about
‘Diffusion of Responsibility’ and the playwright’s intention: “The effect of the
male chorus symbolising the male patriarchy and bystanders is there to show
no one feels responsible to warn Philomele… Wertenbaker wanted us to know
that the bystanders can be just as bad as the abuser, as they choose not to
help/stand up for someone who can’t/ is oppressed in society.”

